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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THE AUDIO DICTIONARY
The Audio Dictionary is a comprehensive resource, including historical, obsolete,
and obscure as well as contemporary terms relating to diverse aspects of audio
such as film and TV sound, recording, Hi-Fi, and acoustics.The Third Edition
includes four hundred new entries, such as AAC (advanced audio coding), lip
synch, metadata, MP3, and satellite radio. Every term from previous editions has
been reconsidered and often rewritten. Guest entries are by Dennis Bohn,
cofounder and head of research and development at Rane Corporation, and film
sound expert Larry Blake, whose credits include Erin Brockovich and Ocean's
Eleven. The appendixes--tutorials that gather a lifetime's worth of experience in
acoustics--include both new and greatly expanded articles.
THE AUDIO DICTIONARY: THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND EXPANDED
The Audio Dictionary is a comprehensive resource, including historical, obsolete,
and obscure as well as contemporary terms relating to diverse aspects of audio
such as film and TV sound, recording, Hi-Fi, and acoustics. designating an
electronic apparatus using audio frequencies: audio amplifier. of, relating to, or
employed in the transmission, reception, or reproduction of sound. of or relating to
frequencies or signals in the audible range. audio - the audible part of a
transmitted signal; "they always raise the audio for commercials" sound
telecasting , television , TV , video - broadcasting visual images of stationary or
moving objects; "she is a star of screen and video"; "Television is a medium
because it is neither rare nor well done" - Ernie Kovacs Audio definition is - of or
relating to acoustic, mechanical, or electrical frequencies corresponding to
normally audible sound waves which are of frequencies approximately from 15 to
20,000 hertz. How to use audio in a sentence. audio meaning: 1. connected with
sound and the recording and broadcasting of sound: 2. a sound recording, or
recorded sound: 3. relating to hearing or sound: . Learn more. Download English
Audio Dictionary Free and enjoy it on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. ?100%
FREE and Full version of English Audio Dictionary from English To Simple English
has 180,000 words with sound. verb (used without object) to make or emit a
sound. to give forth a sound as a call or summons: The bugle sounded as the
troops advanced. to be heard, as a sound. to convey a certain impression when
heard or read: to sound strange. - 100% FREE and Full version of English Audio
Dictionary with sound from English to Simple English, Synonym and Examples.
Use without Internet. Listen every word from American and British voices. FAQ:
Audio Pronunciations How can I hear the pronunciation of a word? The word must
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be in boldface and followed by a red audio icon: .Click on the audio icon and the
audio pronunciation will play automatically. Definition of sound - vibrations that
travel through the air or another medium and can be heard when they reach a
person's or animal's ear, sound produc DICTIONARY THESAURUS sound 1
(sound) n. 1. a. Vibrations transmitted through an elastic solid or a liquid or gas,
with frequencies in the approximate range of 20 to 20,000 hertz, capable of being.
Unsurprisingly, the study of phonetics is an important part of the program.
Phonetics is, in everyday parlance, the system and study of sounds uttered in
speaking a language: in short, the way a language is pronounced. Type a word in
the search box above to look it up in the AudioEnglish.org dictionary. The
dictionary currently includes 155,327 entries (words and collocations), 117,597
senses and 207,016 word-sense pairs. Focused on audible sound, as opposed to
sight. 1955, The Educational Screen - Volume 34, page 366: If you're more audio
than visual, tune in on the "A-V Soap Opera. The Oxford Dictionary of English is
the mobile version of the Oxford University Press' Oxford English Dictionary,
widely accepted as one of the highest authorities in the study of English with more
than 150 years of research behind it.
AUDIO | DEFINE AUDIO AT DICTIONARY.COM
Build your French vocabulary by studying common French words starting with
letters A, B and C. Listen to the pronunciation of these words and practice using
them in context. Definition of sound written for English Language Learners from
the Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and count/noncount noun labels. At the sound of the pony's hoofs on
the rough island road, as the animal moved, the curtains were parted for a few
inches only. View in context For thousands of years, yogis reported that the sound
they heard while contemplating the deepest reality was Aum. The school has new
audio equipment. [=equipment used for recording sound or listening to recorded
sound] [=equipment used for recording sound or listening to recorded sound] The
audio portion of the broadcast was fine but the picture was poor. Free English to
Spanish to English Dictionary from SpanishDict.com. Accurate. Easy. Fast.
Includes over 1,000,000 translations. All content on this website, including
dictionary, thesaurus, literature, geography, and other reference data is for
informational purposes only. This information should not be considered complete,
up to date, and is not intended to be used in place of a visit, consultation, or
advice of a legal, medical, or any other professional. The Oxford Dictionary of
English is a mobile dictionary with content from Oxford University Press, with
advanced search and language tools that have become the staple of quality
language apps from MobiSystems. sound the alarm v expr verbal expression:
Phrase with special meaning functioning as verb--for example, "put their heads
together," "come to an end." (alert or warn others) dare l'allarme vtr A dictionary,
sometimes known as a wordbook, is a collection of words in one or more specific
languages, often arranged alphabetically (or by radical and stroke for ideographic
languages), which may include information on definitions, usage, etymologies,
pronunciations, translation, etc. or a book of words in one language with their
equivalents in another, sometimes known as a lexicon. The noun audio always
refers to what you can hear, although there are several different ways to use it. If
you covet expensive speakers for your stereo, you wish for new audio equipment,
and when someone complains about the sound at a movie theater he might say,
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"The audio is way too loud." The Audio Dictionary: Third Edition, Revised and
Expanded by White, Glenn; Louie, Gary and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now The audio dictionary - glenn d white,
gary j louie Spanish Vocabulary: Language Lists Compilation - How to say things
in Spanish Tutorial - Duration: 1:41:30. Spanish Tutorials - How to say things in
Spanish 11,239 views A sound is something that you hear. Peter heard the sound
of gunfire. Liza was so frightened she couldn't make a sound. There was a
splintering sound as the railing gave way..the sounds of children playing. Sound is
energy that travels in waves through air, water, or other substances, and can be.
A Connecting word is a non-significant sound, which neither causes nor hinders
the union of many sounds into one significant sound; it may be placed at either
end or in the middle of a sentence.
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